
Write your 
company name 

here.

Burnable Garbage
Please dispose a separated garbage in Red Bag which you bought.

Disposable 
Chopsticks 

Cigarette

Organic Waste

Paper waste※Extinguish completely before 
disposal to prevent fire

【To prevent reeking of waste】
• Drain liquid completely 
• Wrapping with newspaper

【To prevent breaking bags by chopsticks】
• Wrapping with newspaper
• Dispose in paper cup or carton

Cloth

＊If you have a question about this separation rule, please contact 
each collection company.
＊For oversized garbage(over ３０cm),home appliance and other items 
that are difficult to handle(battery, fluorescent light etc.), 
please contact each collection company from GCR website.
＊If you don’t follow these rules, it will not be collected. GCR website



Write your 
company name 

here.

Non-Burnable Garbage

Ceramics Metals Glass, Bottle

PET bottlePlastics Rubber product
Can

Spray can

※Empty the can
completely and 
pierce.

※Rinse the insides before dispose

【Caution】
Wrap them in newspaper or thick paper,

and label the contents.
For example,「ガラス キケン」”Glass Danger”

Please dispose a separated garbage in Blue Bag which you bought.

＊If you have a question about this separation rule, please contact 
each collection company.
＊For oversized garbage(over ３０cm),home appliance and other items 
that are difficult to handle(battery, fluorescent light etc.), 
please contact each collection company from GCR website.
＊If you don’t follow these rules, it will not be collected. GCR website



Please use this 
Recycle Tape

GCR website

Use ４ Tapes for １ item
※UP to ２０cm height for １ item

Used Paper

Newspaper, Magazine,１８L can, Styrofoam 

Use ２ tapes for １ item

Cardboard

※In case of dispose some cardboard, bundle in one.

Please dispose with paste a Recycle Tape which you bought.

Recycle Tape proves your payment for collecting garbage.
You can use ２００ times in one Recycle Tape.

Separated by cut line for one time.

＊If you have a question about this separation rule, please contact 
each collection company.
＊For oversized garbage(over ３０cm),home appliance and other items 
that are difficult to handle(battery, fluorescent light etc.), 
please contact each collection company from GCR website.
＊If you don’t follow these rules, it will not be collected. 


